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Owensboro Innovation 
Middle School

We are a project-based school. Even with the emphasis on projects, 
these strategies were easy to implement. The use of these strategies 
allowed students to produce some of the best work I have received in 

years- even during a pandemic and virtual teaching. 
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Multiple Meaning 
Reading01 Reading Strategy: Look at how 

to interpret data



Monday Tuesday
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Multiple Meaning Reading

Students looked at the same data set 
from Monday and filled out the graphic 
organizer

● Students did better with this as a 
Monday, Tuesday activity 
because they were more familiar 
with the data set. 

Used this strategy in weekly bell 
ringers. Monday- Students looked 

at the data set and answered 3 
questions:

● What are you seeing?
● What’s going on here?
● What stands out? 
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Students improved the more we did this. 
Things to consider:

● Choose good data that allows for 
multiple meanings: Not all data is 

created equal
● Encourage more details as they work 

each week
● Discussions of the data on Monday 

make Tuesdays so much better!

Multiple Meaning Reading
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Writing Tasks02
Writing Strategies: Weekly, 

meaningful writing tasks
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Weekly Opportunities/ 
Additional Tasks

Thursday
Students responded to growth 
mindset prompts. I learned so 
much about each of them.  

Wednesday
Students wrote in response to a 

quote. They had to tell if they 
agreed or disagreed and support 

their answer

Templates/Starters
Students were given outlines, 
sentence starters, and 
templates to complete writing 
tasks. They knew where they 
should have evidence included. 

Always with Evidence
Students wrote arguments and had 

to provide evidence. We had at 
least 1 major writing with each 

unit. 



Templates showed students where evidence 
should go. They could focus on finding 

appropriate evidence

● Wednesday and Thursday 
bellringers 

● Additional tasks
● Template examples
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Writing Tasks
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Quick Sort with 
Commentary03

Instructional Strategy:Sort 
students, give positive 

feedback
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Quick Sort with 
Commentary

Students complete an assignment working towards a 
specific goal. Students comment on sources they read and 
effectiveness towards the claim. 

● Remind students they should comment on strengths

Provide feedback on student’s work

● Make sure comments are towards their strengths
● Avoid negative, evaluative words 



Step 1
Students complete a 
task geared towards a 
specific skill
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Quick Sort with Commentary

Step 2
Provide feedback to 
students that focuses 
on strengths

Step 3
Sort students into 
groups based on skill 
enactment. Design 
follow up instruction 
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Commentary
I found students responded so 
much better to feedback when I 
recorded myself speaking. When I 
provided written feedback, it 
wasn’t read by students. It took 
more time to record feedback, but 
it was so worth it!! 

Audio Feedback
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Results
Best writing from 
students 

Students created best 
products I have received in 
years

MAP scores improved
Even during the pandemic, 
MAP scores showed 73% 
improvement in Reading
Easier
I found it easier to teach 
skills with consistency

73%

27%



CREDITS: This presentation 
template was created by Slidesgo, 

including icons by Flaticon, and 
infographics & images by Freepik

Thanks

Do you have any questions? 
kendel.hayden@owensboro.kyschools.us

Please keep this slide 
for attribution
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http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
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